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HOW COVENANT WEATHERS THE STORM
By Chase Waller

own community were lost. For
students from Houston, August
For most people, it had been
24 was not just the first day
impossible to go a day without
of classes. Hundreds of miles
seeing ominous headlines such away, students’ parents tucked
as, “Newborns in intensive care blankets and towels under
flown out of Hurricane Hardoors, moved furniture to avoid
vey’s path” and “Catastrophic
water damage, and prayed for
flooding ‘beyond anything
what progressively evolved into a
experienced’ in Houston.’” The
more ominous deluge than many
record-setting storm made
expected.
landfall south of Houston near
Covenant student Jordan Mixon
Corpus Christi, Texas on Friday,
(‘19) said, “In some natural
August 24, and the effects of the disasters there are things you
hurricane still linger.
can do to prepare, but in this
On Covenant’s first day of
case, there just isn’t.”
school, however, the personal
Many families, even as late as
stories of Harvey within our
Thursday, were not aware of how

intense Harvey would be. The
anxiety of what loomed over the
gulf triggered nervous preparation for what would end up being
a weekend-long storm.
Friday afternoon, as many
students strolled out of class
checking football schedules
and texts on their phones,
other students nervously called
their families while repeatedly
refreshing
News and weather websites.
Julianne Grimley (‘19) was one
of these students. She said that
on that Friday, “I had a really
hard time focusing on school
just because I was wanting all

the time to look up what was
happening.” Meanwhile in Houston, many families had to go to
shelters and churches to find
WiFi so that they could contact
family and friends. The rain
persisted through the weekend,
and Friday’s forecasts called for
twenty-five to fifty inches of rain.
As the rain continued, Mixon
recalled, “I was in class, and
I thought, ‘This is weird. I just
have to go about my day when
there is water creeping up to my
house.’”
After the storm, it was clear the
road to recovery would be

library science. “John Holberg
certainly made the research
process fun, and certainly
immersed in the college as a
made me consider it as a
transfer student.
possible career choice,” said
With Professor Davis as his
Hecker.
advisor, Hecker majored in
After three semesters under
philosophy and applied his
Holberg’s wing, Hecker coneducation outside the classsidered going on to complete
room by regularly debating
a MLIS (Master of Library and
and discussing philosophy
Information Science) degree
and theology with his peers.
or even graduate studies in
Between his academic studies
philosophy, but eventually
and hobby of Sunday shape
decided to pursue education
note singing (a colonial Amerat Westminster Seminary in
ican form of singing in large
Escondido, California. He
groups), Brian also frequentreflected on this decision,
ed the coffee shops and art
stating, “In studying philosodistrict of Chattanooga.
phy here, I realized how much
During his upperclassmen
I didn’t know about the Bible
years, he frequented the liand Christian theology, and I
brary, assisting John Holberg,
just wanted a greater foundathe current Director of Library
tion in that.”
Services. This was his first
While studying at Westminintroduction to the world of

University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee for a MLIS program.
Unfortunately, at this time,
his father had a stroke.
Hecker then moved to Albuquerque, New Mexico, with
his father to act as caregiver
by organizing his father’s
schedule and medication,
driving him to appointments
and therapy. Meanwhile, he
continued working on his
degree. After three and a half
years, his father was self-sufficient enough for Hecker to
move back to California for
the last sixth months of his
formal education.
He spent the next two academic years working in two
different libraries, one year
at his old school Westminster
Seminary, and another at

Reference Librarian
Brian Hecker Ready to Sift the Stacks
By Michael Fennema

Eleven years after turning his
tassel, alumni Brian Hecker
rejoins the Covenant family
as a reference librarian.
Mr. Brian Hecker grew up in
Spanaway, Washington, a
slightly backwoods area of
the state with a wonderful
view of Mt. Rainer. He attended both a Christian elementary and high school and in
2002, he joined the Presbyterian Church in America (PCA).
During his first year studying
British Literature at the local
Pierce Community College,
his pastor suggested visiting Covenant. The following
year, Brian travelled across
the country and became

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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FAREWELL DCs
HELLO LEADERSHIP
TEAMS AND SMCs
By Anna Smith
Still confused by the big changes
in residence life staff this year?
You are not the only one. This
year, the Discipleship Coordinators (DCs) are gone, but you may
have heard about leadership
teams and Student Ministry
Coordinators (SMCs).
Now, in place of DCs, each RA
will choose several members of
his or her hall to serve in leadership teams. RAs can delegate
some of their responsibilities,
such as planning hall events and
facilitating prayer and praise, to
their leadership teams.
The Student Ministry Coordinators are a new paid position
through the Chapel Department.
Though there has been some
confusion about the position,
Chaplain Grant Lowe said, “The
SMCs were never intended to
replace the DCs.” Instead, the
SMCs are meant to work “behind the scenes” by providing
resources for RAs and helping
add structure events like Day of
Prayer.
“I think leadership teams will
create more opportunities for
students to be challenged,”
said Jon Wylie, who serves as
Associate Dean of Students for
Residence Life. Wylie hopes
that the leadership teams will
help make connections on halls
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Chattanooga Community Rallies a Year After Fatal
Bus Crash
by Grace DeGraaf

Nearly a year ago, a Woodmore Elementary school bus
overturned and crashed on
Talley Road in East Chattanooga, killing five children and
sending twenty-three to the
hospital. The November 2016
crash devastated the community. Ten months later, the
community is still rallying together to overcome the recent

Wheather the Storm
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Quite long. Even if houses were
not flooded with water, they
were inevitably flooded with
refugees whose homes had
been destroyed by water and
debris. John O’Carroll (‘18) said,
“We have family friends staying
with us right now that are three
streets away who moved into
their house three months ago.
And it’s about six feet underwater.”
In Houston, the recovery efforts
continue. The National Weather
Service in Houston has deemed
certain areas of South Texas
“uninhabitable for months.”
Videos and pictures in the days
following the storm showed
boats motoring down flooded
roads, scooping up families who
sat on rooftops and floating
debris. O’Carroll also recounted
having to reschedule a phone
interview with a man in Houston
who rescued uprooted residents
on his boat.
Grimley watches the flood’s
devastation from afar. “I was
seeing videos of places I’ve driven down my whole life that the
buildings are half way covered
by water,” she said. Debris and
trash have filled the roads and
floated throughout the city, since
no trash collection agencies

tragedy.
Over the winter, several employees from Tennessee Valley Authority joined together
to transform a storage room
at Woodmore Elementary into
a new and improved STEAM
room. Dedicated to the exploration of science, technology,
engineering, arts, and math,
the new space is meant to
enrich the curriculum. The
Chattanooga Times Free Press

reports Woodmore is hiring a
new teacher who will use the
space to teach STEAM subjects after Fall Break.
The TVA employees poured
countless hours into clearing
out, painting, and installing
furniture into the new room.
Taking place over several
months, the $8,000 project
was entirely funded by donations from TVA employees.
“We wanted to give back to

the community to help them
bounce back,” one of the volunteers told the Times Free
Press. “We can’t imagine what
they went through.”
Tennessee Valley Authority
was not the only local company to come through for the elementary school. Almost 100
realtors from Keller Williams
in downtown Chattanooga
raised $11,000 to donate to
the school.

and to work with his old boss,
John Holberg. “I’m really
pleased to be at Covenant.”
said Hecker, “I’ve not been
here for several years. There’s
a lot of new faces in the
faculty and staff, but it’s still
a very familiar place.”
While he mostly worked the
circulation desk in California,
Mr. Hecker now spends every

workday living out his passion: reference work. “I really
enjoy the research process. I
enjoy getting people excited
about research,” he said. He
can always be found at his
desk on the main floor of the
library or among the labyrinth
of shelves he helps students
navigate, eager to indulge his
expertise.

According to the Times Free
Press, Keller Williams auctioned off a teddy bear for
$500 to benefit Woodmore.
They quickly raised another
$7,000 from other bidders.
To further increase the donations, Keller Williams agents
continued to raise money from
all around the country, ultimately reaching $11,000.

are able to remove it due to the
floods.
Beyond the destruction of
houses, many other aspects of
everyday life have become complex and difficult. Aubrey Smith
(‘18) said, “There were several
gas stations in North Houston
that didn’t have gas, and there
were lines at the gas stations
that did have gas.”
Shelters in the Houston area
have become microcosms of the
city. Citizens at the shelter who
have homes are taking laundry
to their houses for affected
families, and pharmacists are
delivering medications to those
who have no vehicles or who
cannot navigate the city to
access a Walgreen’s or CVS.
Yet, in the midst of such difficulty, Houstonians have remained
positive. “It’s important for people to hear how positive we are.
We have a lot of money raised,
and people are helping

Reference Librarian

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

California.
Then to his great pleasure,
in July of 2017, Hecker once
again travelled across the
country, back to his college
roots to share his library
expertise with his old school

THE VERDICT
YES,
to correct
anatomical
terms.
NO,
to food delivery device.”
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Farewell DCs

RAs. Abby Hynson, RA of Rowan,
said she hopes her leadership
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
team can help with duties such
and encourage “living life toas planning Prayer and Praise,
gether, [including] sharing hurts
keeping track of hallmates’
along with happy times.”
birthdays, brainstorming, and
Previously, DC was an unpaid
hosting hall events.
position. Student Development
Last year, Hynson met weekly
selected and assigned one
with her DC to pray for her hall.
DC to each hall to help foster
“It will be really nice to have a
the spiritual development of
group praying this year,” Hynson
students on their hall through
said.
prayer, small groups, and oneHynson’s leadership team is
on-one relationships, according
not yet finalized, but she said a
to Covenant’s website.
number of girls have approached
Sara Kemeny viewed her role
her about being on the team.
as DC of Harambe! last year as
“Once it’s finalized, it will be
a chance to support her RA, as
super helpful to have girls repwell as an opportunity to get to
resenting different parts of the
know and encourage the girls on
hall,” Hynson said.
her hall.
Sam Moore, RA of The Five
“My main task was weekly Prayer
Points, said that leadership
and Praise,” Kemeny said. “I
teams could look different
didn’t want my RA to have to
depending on the hall, just as
have that as part of her duties
the DC/RA relationship varied
list. It was one thing I could take
from hall to hall. In his last two
off her plate.”
years of being RA, his DCs were
Leadership teams have the
his best friends, “which is really
potential to offer more help to

unique,”said Moore. “I could really rely on them, but that wasn’t
the case for a lot of people.”
“One of the biggest perks to
leadership teams is that it will
be easier to see that it’s not just
the RA or the RA’s personality
that defines the hall,” Moore
said. “I hope that people will
feel comfortable talking with
them about difficult things.”
The new system has the potential to be better than the
DC system, but there also
remain potential dangers.“The
leadership team has no real
ties or commitment, so people
could drop out or not pull their
weight,” Hynson said. “But if
people are really engaged and
want to help, it could be a better
system It’s a little stressful
not knowing exactly what it will
look like.”
As RAs are figuring out how
leadership teams are going
to work, the Student Ministry
Coordinators are also ironing out

This past summer, Dr. John
Plating, director of the Center for
Calling and Career, implemented
a tool giving students at Covenant opportunities in the job
market like never before. That
tool is Handshake, a networking
forum between career centers,
employers, and students.
A Handshake user has access
not only to the many resources
specifically provided by the
Center for Calling and Career but
also the ability to view current
internships, jobs, and other
available opportunities within
the scope of the user’s interests
and abilities. Through Handshake, the Center offers a means
for appointment setting, resume
and document editing, interview
training, workplace communication tips, and much more.
Handshake also provides a
calendar of career-related
events happening on and around
campus, such as the upcoming CapinCrouse luncheon for
students interested in accounting. Handshake matches your
specific profile with employment
opportunities best suited for
youand provides helpful information
about the job market specific to
your field of interest. Jobs shown on
Handshake are those with whom Covenant has established relationships;

these range from highly technical and
professional to odd jobs on the mountain that need attention. Whatever
the user’s need, Handshake is able
to provide a solution. Handshake is
extremely easy to use. The program’s
layout is similar to that of Facebook,
and even students who are unfamiliar
with that particular form of social
media will have little to no difficulty in
navigating the website.
To begin, simply follow the link in the
email sent to your student account
from the Center for Calling and Career
and enter your Covenant username
and password. Once your account is
activated, Handshake asks several
comprehensive questions in order
to get the richest picture possible of
who you are: where you would like to
work, fields that interest you, skills
you possess, organizations you are a
part of, and where you’ve worked and
volunteered. In addition, there is a
mobile app available for iPhone users.
(To all the Android owners, you’ll have
to be a bit patient. Yours will be ready
for use within a year’s time.) Current
Covenant alumni have access to Handshake as well. All you need to do is go
to www.joinhandshake. com, create
an account, and identify yourself as
a Covenant alumni. The Center for
Calling and Career will approve your
account, and now you have a wonderful tool for your personal use.
However, Dr. Plating offers a warning
concerning Handshake communications: “One of the things I am
concerned about is that Gmail will give
the student the opportunity to identify
that [email] as spam. If students
relegate us to a spam folder, then then
any communication that we do about
anything the students won’t see.” The

as a whole. Their goal is to
emphasize Day of Prayer’s focus
on hall bonding and to
provide more of a space for
prayer in general.
Piquette is excited about the
new position and working with
the other SMCs. She said that
they all have different strengths
and weaknesses, thus, they
balance each other out.
“We’re here to quietly foster our
goal of growing spiritual development on campus,” Piquette
said. Students should not expect
huge changes, but Piquette
hopes the SMCs will help make
what Covenant already has even
better.

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“Becoming a Christian was kinda a
let down,”
-Dr. Foreman

A HANDSHAKE WITH
SUCCESS
BY Kirsten Shultz

their job description. Unlike DCs
or leadership teams, the SMCs’
role is less personal and more
structural.
Lowe sees the SMCs as an
opportunity to train students as
facilitators of spiritual growth on
campus and resources for RAs.
The SMCs have been attending
RA/RD meetings to introduce
themselves and hope to meet
with RAs and leadership teams
who need help planning Bible
studies or Prayer and Praise for
their halls.
Claire Piquette, one of the nine
new SMCs, said they have been
meeting as a team to brainstorm, study the Bible, and pray.
According to Piquette, one of the
SMCs’ projects is running Day of
Prayer.
“A lot of people are unaware of
the purpose of Day of Prayer,”
Piquette said. The SMCs are
researching the history of Day of
Prayer in an effort to think more
intentionally about Day of Prayer

Center for Calling and Career is now
communicating solely through Handshake, so don’t ignore those emails.
If this seems like a tool that you don’t
need, think again. In today’s competitive job market, tools like Handshake
are absolutely necessary. Remember
where we live: on a mountain, in an
atmosphere of semi-isolation. In fact,
this isolation was actually a major
motivator for Dr. Plating’s decision to
implement as spam. If the students
won’t see.” The Center for Calling
students relegate us to a spam folder,
then then any communication that we

do about anything and Career is now
communicating solely through Handshake, so don’t ignore those emails.
If this seems like a tool that you don’t
need, think again. In today’s competitive job market, tools like Handshake
are absolutely necessary. Remember
where we live: on a mountain, in an
atmosphere of semi-isolation. In fact,
this isolation was actually a major
motivator for Dr. Plating’s decision
to implement Handshake: “When I
started working [at Covenant] after
working at a military academy with
a lot of high-achieving students (a

lot of impressive 18-22 year olds), I
came here, and I was impressed by
the quality of students at Covenant.
One of the things that discouraged me
was that I felt like our students weren’t
getting the visibility I was hoping they
would get so that people would be as
impressed with them as I was, and
still am.”
Handshake changes that. The slogan
of the founders, “To democratize opportunity,” is the driving force behind
this tool that enables its users to have
equal opportunity for employment, no
matter their location.

SPORTS

This Weekend in Sports
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By Jonathan Kaufmann and Will Siegenthaler

On Saturday, September 9,
Sloane Stephens and Madison
Keys dueled in an all American
US Open final in Flushing Meadows, New York. Stephens rolled
over the 15th ranked Keys,
beating her in straight sets, 6-3
and 6-0. This was Stephen’s
first major title and the first
American woman who is not a
Williams sister to claim the title
in fifteen years. On the men’s
side, Spain’s Rafael Nadal beat
South Africa’s Kevin Anderson in
3 sets. This was Nadal’s third US
Open championship and 16th
major title. Nadal took home
two major titles in a
successful 2017 campaign.
Summer might be

cooling down, but College Football is just heating up Saturday
marked the second week of the
season and it brought competitive matchups across the College
Football landscape. While eyes
rested on the big ticket primetime games, a noon matchup
may have brought the week’s
most exciting game: Iowa vs.
Iowa State, a classic rivalry between inner state foes went into
overtime with the Hawkeyes besting the Cyclones 44-41.
Meanwhile, in the marquee
matchup of the night, Oklahoma
cruised to a 31-16 victory over
Ohio State. The Sooners offense
erupted in the second half
and Ohio State had no answer.

Oklahoma quarterback Baker
Mayfield had a terrific game, solidifying his place as a Heisman
trophy frontrunner. In Death
Valley, SC, reigning National
Champion Clemson beat Auburn
in a defensive battle 14-6. The
Georgia Bulldogs represented
the SEC well traveling to South
Bend and defeating Notre Dame
in a tight game, 20-19. Out
west, USC trounced Stanford
42-24 in a game that had PAC
12 title game implications.
The NFL got underway this Thursday night with a
statement win for the Kansas
City Chiefs over the defending
Super Bowl champions, the New
England Patriots, winning 42-27.

This is a shocking development
for a team with expectations
of an undefeated season and
Super Bowl championship. In
other first week action, the Los
Angeles Rams trounced the Indianapolis Colts 46-9, displaying
their potential. The Titans fought
out a tough loss against the high
powered Oakland Raiders, who
are welcoming back one of the
league’s most loved players in
Marshawn Lynch. Reigning NFC
champions, the Atlanta Falcons,
got off on the right foot with a
23-17 victory over the Chicago
Bears.
In local events, the
Chattanooga Iron Man was a
sporting success. The Ironman

course consisted of a 1.2-mile
swim in the Tennessee River,
followed by a 56- mile bike ride,
before ending with a half marathon in downtown Chattanooga.
Spain’s Javier Gomez took home
the win, with a total time of
3:49:44. Gomez is a regular in
the pro-Iron Man circuit with his
second Iron Man win in 3 years.
The women’s side had Swiss
champion Daniela Ryf winning
with a time of 4:11:59. While
this Ironman is great for the city
of Chattanooga, it is comforting
to know that people will be able
to move around without delays.

REFLECTIONS OF
A FOOTBALL FAN

grade and every Saturday, my
family—minus my mom—would
gather in the living room and
hold our breath for three and
a half hours, hoping that what
we were witnessing wasn’t too
good to be true. As the days
grew shorter and the weather cooler, Iowa kept winning.
As fans, this was foreign to
us. Sure, the Hawkeyes might
make it through September
without a blemish, but it was
November. Eventually, the
season did take a turn and the
Hawkeye’s luck ran out when
starting quarterback Ricky
Stanzi went down with an ankle injury against Northwestern.
We had to wait another six
years before the Hawkeyes
had another season worth
noting. In 2015, Iowa entered
the season unranked. Expectations for the team were low,
coming off a 7-6 season and a
blowout loss to Tennessee in
a bowl game the year before.
It was my sophomore year at
Covenant. Every Saturday afternoon, I would walk the half-

mile to my grandpa and grandma’s house and watch Iowa
win. About halfway through
the season, when we realized
that Iowa was actually good
and would probably make it
to the Big Ten Championship
Game, family from all over the
country bought tickets to go to
Indianapolis.
The first Saturday in December, I woke up early in the
morning and drove the six and
a half hours to Indianapolis
with my grandpa, my aunt,
and two of my uncles. There
we met about fifteen other
family members, including my
dad and my brother who had
flown in from New York City
and my uncle who had flown
from Seattle. We tailgated for
hours, grilling sausage and
tossing the football around
in the crisp December air. Everyone was giddy. There were
moments where I wanted to
break out giggling like a little
kid. Being an Iowa fan meant
never being in this position.
Being an Iowa fan meant tasting success but never main-

taining it. That night, Iowa lost
in a heartbreaker to Michigan
State, ruining its undefeated
season and shattering any
hope of making it to the College Football Playoff. A month
later, Iowa got demolished in
the Rose Bowl by Stanford,
and pundits began to call
Iowa’s season a fraud. Iowa
football was back to being
Iowa football again.
I never played organized football; I’m not really friends with
any football players. There’s
plenty about football culture,
especially in the South, that is
gross and unappealing. Football is also violent and dangerous. But football captured
my imagination as a six year
old. And Iowa football is the
most boring, vanilla brand of
football in the country! Still, I
was roped in. And every fall, I
can’t help but watch again as
I hope for another unexpected
sweet moment.

By Eliot Kaufmann

It was the Fall of 2002 when I
was first introduced to college
football. I was six. My dad, a
lifelong Iowa Hawkeye fan, was
following the game on gamecast—we didn’t have cable—
while he renovated our house.
He explained the basics to me:
first downs, false starts, extra
points, etc. By the end of the
season, when Iowa was playing
USC in the Orange Bowl, I was
as rabid a fan as anyone.
Iowa football hasn’t always
been good. In fact, most of the
time they’re mediocre. Since

2002, the Hawkeyes have only
had three ten win seasons.
They’ve fired and re-hired offensive coordinators. They’ve
had top recruits decommit.
They’ve made no effort to
evolve as a team, running an
offensive scheme that’s about
as boring as spending a day
touring rural Iowa. For these
reasons, the bright spots
in Hawkeye history are very
bright. (It’s akin to when you
turn on your little phone light
in a dark room.)
In 2009, coming out of a 9-4
season, Iowa started the season 9-0. I was in the eighth

ART

Covenant College Theater Department Presents

By Molly Hulsey

The 19th century is coming to
a close. An ambitious nurse, a
young man of privilege, a wandering preacher, and an Appalachian farm girl living states
away from each other seem to
have nothing in common but
their youth and a bone-rattling
cough—yet, miraculously, they
share the same fever dreams.
As these strangers’ malady intensifies throughout Courtney
Baron’s surreal and poetic
50-minute vignette Consumption, they realize they might be
each other’s last confidants.
“The four are dying

of tuberculosis whether they
accept the fact or not and
find themselves together in
the same mental space even
though they are miles apart,”
says Abigail DeGraaf, who
will be portraying Philly nurse
Hannah O’Flannery for her
senior thesis. “However, the
story isn’t about their deaths
but the lives they are leaving
behind and could have lived.”
The poignant historical drama
recreates a handful of stories
from the hundreds of thousands who died in the United
States each year from tuberculosis in the late 1800s—just
a few decades before the development of a cure that ren-
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dered tuberculous an afterthought in the U.S. during the
years to come.
“It’s almost a poem
of a play, a remarkable study
vof loss,” adds Professor Hallstrom. “Consumption speaks
to what loss means for individual families, for me, and for all
these young people with—as it
would be—their life ahead of
them.”
The play’s unorthodox
structure marries the feel of a
present-day poetry slam with
an honest heart-to-heart on
gritty subjects we moderns
tend to shy away from. Despite
its retrospective lens, Consumption speaks to a current
world still wracked by lethal

disease and even tuberculosis
itself in some regions.
“I’ve never seen a play
told this way before,” says
Bethany Hicks—playing young
North Carolinian mother, Pearl
Jacobs (also for her senior thesis)—in regards to the production’s non-linear approach.
“As all of the characters have
been psychologically affected
by their disease, Consumption
prompts the audience to think
even deeper about how people’s backgrounds could have
affected them in the present.”
Senior Noah Lloyd
plays passionate New England
clergyman Gideon Warren
while alum Matthew Mindeman returns as the insensitive

and immature golden-child
Nathaniel Moore.
Consumption plays in
Covenant College’s Sanderson Auditorium September 29
at 6:30 p.m., September 30
and October 6 at 8:00 p.m.,
and October 7 at 2:30 p.m.
with $7 tickets for adults and
$5 for seniors, students, and
staff. Visitors can also attend
a final dress rehearsal on
September 28 at 8:00 with $5
tickets for adults and $3 for
seniors, students, and staff.
To reserve tickets or ask any
questions, call the box office
at 706.419.1051 or email
boxoffice@covenant.edu.

talented, and productive
people I have ever met. Their
skill and ambition constantly
inspired me. I talked to many
artists who quit their day jobs
so that they could pursue art
full-time.
“But weren’t you afraid you
wouldn’t be successful?”
I often asked. “Of course,
but I had to try,” was their
usual response. They were all
uniquely talented, but they
shared one trait: they tried,
even when they were afraid.
They took risks and often
they failed. I met sculptors
who took on projects that
they didn’t even know how
to begin. Some artists made
dozens of pieces but only
sold four. Other artists made
dozens of pieces and didn’t
sell any. No matter what,
they continued to try, despite
discouraging results.
Working with these people
was as convicting as it was
inspiring. As an intern, people

asked me to do jobs that I
normally would have shied
away from because they
seemed too daunting, or I
felt ill-equipped to complete
them.
However, I was forced to
try because that was my
job. Even when I was unsure
about projects that pushed
me miles out of my comfort
zone, I gave it a shot. Sometimes I failed. I made lots of
mistakes and asked lots of
questions and I had to ask for
help. I started projects with
almost no clue where they
were going and sometimes
they flopped. Other times,
they succeeded and I was
proud of what I had created.
At the end of the summer,
a few successes and many
failures added up to one big
experience that made me
a better artist and gave me
more courage to expand my
comfort zone.
Here is my challenge to you:

don’t let fear keep you from
trying something new. Even
if you don’t have a speck of
interest in the arts, there
are other creative outlets
that will stretch your comfort
zone. Finish that short story
you never completed. Write a
song, even if you’re convinced
it won’t be good enough to
share.
Send in that Bagpipe article
you’ve always been too afraid
to type. Make a painting to
give to someone. Try something new, and perhaps you
will fail, but then dig into the
discomfort of that failure and
recognize the value of that
comes from the experience.

Uncomfortable Failure and
Incredible Art
want to make a plan, stick
to it, and achieve my desired
results. I don’t want to merely
Being an art major sometimes try; I want to succeed. This
makes me uncomfortable. At means that when I don’t
think I can succeed, I begin
times it also makes me feel
to make a million excuses so
incredibly awkward. I can
that I don’t even have to try.
guess what you’re thinking,
but no, this is not because of Phrases like, “That project
the nude paintings or perfor- wouldn’t work out anyways,”
mance art. Being an art major “I don’t have enough time,” or
the classic, “That’s not really
makes me uncomfortable
my aesthetic,” run through
because I’m often forced to
my head. However, behind all
fail.
these excuses is the hidden
While studying art, I have
fear of failure that comes
often been told to try somefrom trying something new.
thing new.
This summer, that fear was
These words fill me with all
sorts of anxiety. The creative thrown in my face daily. I interned at the Harrison Center
process is all about leaning
for the Arts, a community
out of your comfort zone in
arts center in Indianapolis,
order to create something
Indiana. The Harrison Cenunique and meaningful. The
ter works extensively in its
thought of exiting my comsurrounding community and is
fort zone makes me squirm.
Usually, trying something new home to the studios of around
40 local artists. For two and
results in failure, and I hate
half months I was surrounded
failing.
by some of the most creative,
I am a planner by nature. I
By Molly Lattner

Learning to fail pushes us
towards greater heights of
creativity. As I begin this
semester, I’ll keep in mind
the example of the incredible
people at the Harrison Center
whose failures led to greater
success.
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Seaux Chill Seeks New Streets
By Bekka Eitzen

Covenant College senior Nabil Ince, known
on stage as Seaux Chill,
dropped his third album
titled Freedom Avenue
last Spring and then
hosted listening parties
all over the country—
even in France. This
ground-breaking release
became Seaux Chill’s
first album available on
all major listening and
streaming services, but
with prospective new
projects in the works,
Freedom Avenue is only
the beginning.
Since Freedom Avenue’s
release, Ince has continued his writing process by coming up with
at least five different
hooks each week. Even
though these hooks do
not always turn into
full length songs, Ince
uses them to exercise
his “writing muscle.”
Writing small bits and
pieces of songs prepares
him for the next step in
his creative process. He
keeps his writing muscle
fresh and active so that
whenever he has time to
fully flesh out his ideas
and write songs, he’s already warmed up.
While there is no anticipated date for the
release of new material
from Seaux Chill, Ince is

tentatively projecting a
new album for 2018. In
the meantime he will be
keeping quite busy with
his side projects.
Seaux Chill may not be
producing any music of
his own this year, but he
will be assisting other
artists with their projects by playing the roles
of producer and songwriter. Songwriting is
nothing new for Ince and
neither is producing. He
has long produced his
own work, as well as
the work of others, over
the last few years. Even
though these upcoming
projects don’t stem directly from Seaux Chill,
his lyrics, sound, and
personal style will definitely shape the music.
Ince gets to use this time
to add his creativity to
the creativity of others
before diving into his
own ventures.
In 2018 Ince plans on
traveling frequently to
play shows within the
region – Atlanta, Nashville, Birmingham, etc.
– while promoting Freedom Avenue. He hopes
to build relationships in
other cities across the
country in order to expand future creative and
performance opportunities.
One of Ince’s greatest
passions is East Lake Ex-

pression Engine, a ministry of New City East
Lake. He is the program
director at the ministry
and serves the youth of
Chattanooga through
music. As Ince puts it,
“Children will always
be a part of my life as
an artist for many reasons: 1) They changed
my life in a way that
made me realize how
to use my gifts to serve.
My “why” became the
kids. They’ve taught me
so much. 2) Kids are so
creative and that energy is contagious. I’m in
a more creative state of
mind when I’m spending a lot of time with
kids. 3) Most importantly, Jesus cares about the
children on a deep level.
After spending so much
time with them, it’s easy
to see why. They are the
future. They will be here
when my time on earth
is done, and yet in many
ways they are still forming who they are. To be a
part of their story is one
of the greatest honors.”
Ince eagerly continues
to search for more open
doors that will allow him
to serve new communities in new capacities as
he continues to develop
and share his gifts with
the Chattanooga community and beyond.

Now, But Not Yet
BY Grace DeGraaf

I feel it most when I watch the burning flames
of fire climb the stubborn branches, up
the pines while golden beams illuminate
the sky – a bitter union, flame and sun.
I feel it at Messiah’s birth, when hope
is strong, but death is biting at the heels,
with memory of Stephen’s martyrdom
the following day. We’re praising monuments –
the pride of civilization, built on backs
of the slaves we beat and curse and then forget.
What is this paradox of good and strife?
We glory in the beauty, but ache in birth ing pains – the curses of this wretched fate
called life, from which we long for sweet relief.
We’re told salvation came when Romans ruled
and crucifixion was the way to die –
but where is the life He promised? Whispers spread
of corpses dead from bombings, lack of food,
and image-bearers forced to sell themselves
to feed their babes. The very dirt cries out
for justice – Life isn’t found here, not among
the destitute, the broken cavities
of earth.
“But he shall come again in glory,”
the creed reminds our sunken spirits as
we join in paradox the evils of
this earth and hopes in heaven’s kind repair.
Our victory is here, invisible –
just waiting to be seized by the One who calls
creation “mine.” Our destitution lingers
as we wait for glory, life, and the beauty
of a sun unsullied by flame’s massacre.
(I feel it most when I watch the burning flames.)
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“Look What You
Made Me Do”
By Fiona Hubbard

Taylor Swift broke her silence
of almost three years with new
track “Look What You Made
Me Do” on August 24. While
many were distraught at the
undeniably pop genre and her
overall change in style, perhaps just as many fans were
ecstatic for any music at all
from Ms. Swift.
The song begins: “I
don’t like your little games /
Don’t like your tilted stage /
The role you made me play /
The fool, no I don’t like you”
Ms. Swift is happily
accepting the role of the victim, explicitly expressing that
her circumstance was cast
upon her – “the role you made
me play,” as opposed to ‘the
role I grew into,’ ‘the role I
played.’ While perhaps some
of her most recent unpopularity was indeed thrust on her
without her consent, listeners
are confronted with the fact
that a person’s life and character is determined largely by
how one reacts to uncontrollable circumstances. And too
often the response is pity that
leads to bitterness.

Ms. Swift seems to
have chosen to blame others
for turning out the way she
has instead of reflecting on
some of her own fatal flaws.
She deflects the blame for her
actions and reputation onto
others, expressing how she
was forced to become who she
was – “look what you made
me do.” All people do this at
one point or another, about
something big or small, but
the limelight magnifies it in
Ms. Swift, which brings up the
issue of extravagant fame.
Ultimately, Ms. Swift
seems to have reached the
point of futility. The commercial music industry has
undoubtedly taken its toll on
her, and it points to the undeniable conclusion that human beings weren’t created
for fame. We were created to
create, to glorify, to exalt, to
express—but not ourselves.
We weren’t meant to paint
pictures of ourselves and
show them to the world that
we might be praiseworthy creators; we were not made for
a life on the receiving end of
praise. We were not meant to
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be idols, just as much as we
are not meant to have them.
We are meant to be mirrors,
reflecting our infallible Creator.
But does this mean
no ‘fangirling’ or being a fan
of anything or anyone? Surely
not! There must be a place to
appreciate glory, goodness,
beauty, and truth especially
when it is created by others.
That is our role as human be-

ings in community: to rejoice
when we see Jesus, whether
that be in a work of art, a melody, an essay, a poem, or a
dance.
This piece is by no means a
call to listen to solely contemporary Christian music; all
such good and powerful things
can be found lavishly in the socalled ‘secular world.’ And we
can learn from bad examples
too. So, by all means – jam out

to the new Taylor Swift album
come November 10. Engage
with the world. Better it.
But we mustn’t forget
to think. Because the moment
we forget to think, we become
the dreaded victims of our
own circumstances. But, we
are not victims: “in all these
things we are more than conquerors through him who loved
us.”

Charlottesville:
The Loss of Innocence

By David Kraus

Charlottesville: a small city
of 50,000 people in the heart
of Virginia. A city whose name
invoked a mental slideshow of
the picturesque Shenandoah
mountains, the eager spirit
of the University of Virginia,
and the quaint, historic atmosphere of Monticello.
That array of images has been
replaced in most of our minds
by a new collage, one full of
torch-wielding Nazis, Confederate banners, and the
grotesque murder of Heather Heyer. Reflecting on the
events in Charlottesville, the
Covenant College Philosophy
Club held a panel discussion
on September 2 between our
philosophy professors and a
Covenant alumnus, Matt Gillikan, a Charlottesville resident. A graduate of the class
of 2006, Gillikan serves as a
speech therapist in Charlottesville and is well integrated
into his local community.
Though many of us watched
the events of August 12 (and
the national coverage in the
following weeks), Gillikan presented to us a more nuanced
story.
That story began in March
2016. A local high school student petitioned the city council to remove the Robert E. Lee
statues built around the city
during the Jim Crow era. A slew
of bureaucratic processes ensued, reaching an eventual
decision from the city council
to remove the statue of Robert
E. Lee in Lee Park (changed to

Emancipation Park in June).
That decision was made in
February 2017.
Parallel to that legal narrative
was the activity of Jason Kessler, an extremist right-wing
blogger, who became an “agitating alt-right lightning rod,”
according to Gillikan. Kessler’s propaganda caught the
attention of Robert Spencer, a
more well-known white nationalist. Together, they organized
an alt-right gathering in May
2017, where they bore torches
in protest of the statue’s removal. A month later the KKK
rallied around a Stonewall
Jackson monument. That rally
caught the attention of the local media, and local pastors
encouraged parishioners to
go and pray at the site of the
gathering.
The building tension around
the monuments peaked with
the “Unite the Right” rally on
August 12. Kessler obtained
a permit for an assembly of
1,000 people in Emancipation Park. Alt-right supporters
poured in from all over the
country, boldly threatening
violence. What occurred that
weekend is familiar to those
of us who watched the coverage: a swarm of Nazis and
Neo-Confederates marched
through UVA with torches the
night of August 11. Charlottesville’s mayor declared a state
of emergency the following
morning, when the rally was
supposed to take place. That
afternoon, James Field drove
a car at 40 mph into a crowd
of counter-protesters, injuring

30 and murdering Heather
Heyer.
Lost in this tragedy was Charlottesville’s innocence. The
people of Charlottesville
didn’t ask for their city to become a rallying point for white
nationalists. In fact, Gillikan
said he’d be surprised if more
than ten Charlottesville residents participated in the rally
at all. The city has been left
to recover and sweep up the
debris left in the wake of an
invasion.
The most helpful insight I
gleaned from Gillikan’s account was that the local story
is always more complex than
the national one. August 12,
though immensely important
and grave as a singular event,
was simply a violent climax of
tension that had been building in Charlottesville for 17
months. That tension had
been completely ignored by
the national media. The rest
of the country only witnessed
the violent whiplash at the end
of a long buildup. After hearing Gillikan’s story, I learned
that in educating ourselves
on current events, it can be
tempting to desire as succinct
a story as possible. Valuable
education, however, lies in
seeking the opposite. The
most accurate perceptions of
reality are often the subtlest,
most nuanced, most complex
narratives.
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RESTAURANT
REVIEW:
Clyde’s on Main
by Anna Pugh
After a hectic week of new
syllabi and mandatory meetings, few things are better
than a trip to one of your goto restaurants. Every Friday
night, Cris Gant and I go out
to a different restaurant in
Chattanooga. We spend on average an hour agonizing over
where to go and cross checking lists of best Chattanooga
restaurants. But every once in
awhile, we just have to go to
an old favorite. This week, we
were at Clyde’s on Main, and
what a delicious experience
it was. Every form of chicken,
Korean spices, and barbecue
sauces...it was a good night.
Nowhere feels quite like
Clyde’s. Only this place can
successfully pair regal red
velvet curtains with animal
heads, disco balls, leather
couches, and Christmas lights
suspended from a box-spring
mattress. It’s restaurant
meets bar meets lounge that’s

part indoor, part outdoor,
with a menu as diverse as the
decorating. Keep in mind that
they do not take reservations
and the wait can be a long
one. But kill some time by taking artsy Instagram pictures at
the surrounding murals, and
then be prepared to eat.
I am rarely as happy as I am
when with a basket of appetizer bread, but I cannot complain about Clyde’s appetizer
popcorn. This unique spiced
popcorn balances sweet and
spicy with a bit of tang that
makes it highly addictive.
We unashamedly demolished
three baskets between two
people. The appetizers are
slow smoked, generously seasoned, and take on new life
when paired with any of their
six barbeque sauces.
To be honest, the Torta
Mamacita Sandwich left something to be desired. There was
good immediate crunch, but
the smoked chicken made the
whole thing dry, even with the

Confederate Statues:
Heritage or Hate
By Leif LeMahieu

First, and foremost, slavery
and racism are despicable,
deserving our utmost condemnation. However, I believe that
the tearing down of Confederate statues is an historical
injustice rooted in a lack of
understanding about a complex event. To discern the fate
of the statues, we must look
at the historical record of the
Civil War.
The more I learn about the
Civil War, the more nuanced
my view of this tragic conflict
becomes. For example, there
were both Northerners and
Southerners who possessed
racist views about African
Americans. Many Confederate soldiers did not even own
slaves. Men such as Robert E.
Lee and “Stonewall” Jackson
fought out of a sense of love
for their state not to preserve
slavery. Lee himself said, “In
this enlightened age, there
are few I believe, but what will
acknowledge, that slavery as
an institution is a moral and
political evil in any country.”
Before we condemn Lee and
others for their willingness to
defend slaveholding states,
let’s look at an analogy. If
Canada invaded the U.S. today, many of us would defend
our home, while simultaneously condemning the moral state

of America. It’s easy to condemn the past without seeing
the hypocrisies of today.
Another crucial aspect of the debate regards
the Union’s goals. The words
of northern writers make clear
that many cared more about
preserving the Union than
about liberating slaves. For
example, look at the Emancipation Proclamation, issued
January 1863. At this point,
the South had the momentum.
Lincoln realized that he needed to galvanize the North, so
he issued the Proclamation,
spurring enlistments. However, the text of the Proclamation is disappointing. It liberated slaves only in states that
were in rebellion, not in Union
border states like Kentucky
and Maryland. All this seems
to throw doubt on the true motivations of Union leaders.
This is not to say that
there were no Northerners
fighting to end slavery or that
all Southerners were noble in
their quest for independence.
I am saying that not every Confederate was a Nazi, and not
every Northerner was Harriet
Beecher Stowe. The Civil War
was a complex conflict in a
deeply divided nation. Neither side had absolute moral
advantage over the other.
Regarding the Confederate statues, I believe we

salsa verde, and the avocado
crema was lost. I would also
avoid the Gouda mashed potatoes because while the flavor was good, it was chewy,
sticky, and made my soul sad.
With the sad part over, let’s
talk about their glorious fried
chicken sandwiches.
The Buttermilk Fried Chicken
Sandwich is perfectly composed with tender chicken,
homemade pickles, and a
toasted Challah bun. As delicious as it is, the best is
easily the KFC – Korean Fried
Chicken Sandwich. Guy Fieri
and I would agree that this is
a party in your mouth. For an
interesting twist on their clas-

sic buttermilk fried chicken,
they livened it up with daikon
slaw, Korean barbeque sauce,
cilantro, and fresh cucumber
and carrot to add freshness
and crunch. It was perfectly
balanced and left me feeling
shalom.
Funky atmosphere, solid
flavor, and hysterical service. Perhaps our waiter was
just awestruck by the sheer
amount of food that two small
women were consuming, but
he was a riot that night. I
have never had poor service
at Clyde’s, but Alex was hysterical. He rolled with a random request for toast, rounds
of popcorn, pickles, and then

handed me a massive surprise
bag of spiced popcorn to go,
which admittedly did not last
more than three hours in my
possession (small person, big
heart, big stomach). It is that
quirky, good service, unique
take on familiar flavors, and
distinctive ambience that
makes Clyde’s on Main a Chattanooga classic. Go soon, ask
for Alex (and extra popcorn),
get the KFC, and leave with a
mural Instagram picture and a
happy heart.

should adopt Lincoln’s philosophy at his second inaugural
address when he said, “With
malice toward none, with
charity for all, with firmness
in the right as God gives us to
see the right, let us strive on
to finish the work we are in, to
bind up the nation’s wounds,
to care for him who shall have
borne the battle and for his
widow and his orphan, to do
all which may achieve and
cherish a just and lasting

peace among ourselves and
with all nations.”
Part of binding up the nation’s
wounds involved memorials
and statues. Today, we have
forgotten Lincoln’s words
as the Neo-Nazi movement
shamefully co-opts Confederate memorials and Antifa
protesters vandalize historical
statues. I believe that many
Confederates would be horrified by their association with
Neo-Nazism. Before we tear

down their monuments, let’s
remember the complexity of
the Civil War. Some statues
should be removed, like the
statue of Roger Taney (who issued the Dred Scott decision).
Others, like those of men like
Robert E. Lee, should remain.
Instead of twisting history to
fit our narratives, we ought
to take a look at the past.
Moreover, let us show “malice
toward none” and sympathy
toward those on both sides

